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It is understood that the high Yusheng Industries Inc. is Taiwan's Pou Chen International Group invest in the construction of sports
shoes manufacturers. High on the county will be on this basis, planning 500 acres of industrial land, the local built in central China's
largest footwear manufacturing base.
Popular exposure wear soccer shoes can also play extreme sports NIKE FC 6.0
2006-11-21 09:36:36 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: China Apparel Network Print ; Close 

; ; ; The picture shows the NIKE NKE 6.0 the latest of a series of shoes, representing the extreme sports product range NKE 6.0
mostly retro basketball shoe is designed for the prototype, and this of the new NIKE FC 6.0 Indoor soccer is a prototype designed
and body parts used in the shoe cloth material with a small checkered pattern, fashion sense, for the pursuit of a different kind of
avant-garde NKE series of gift choices. 

Related news
Air Jordan 2012 Josh & middot; Howard PE eBay sale 2013-12-08 22:31:04 There are a lot of players in the NBA like Air Jordan
shoes, but like Josh & middot; Howard, which has had its own PE is less shoes He was small, and today we gave you bring one pair
of Josh & middot; Howard PE version of the Air Jordan 2012, this pair of shoes is Josh & middot; Howard in the playoffs last season
wearing the style, the overall look is very low key, vamp is mostly dark blue, and white lining and outsole was, "JHO5" Logo and
Jumpman Logo is using the green on the tongue, this double US13 yard Josh & middot; Howard PE Air Jordan 2012 now eBay
being sold, like a friend can go to look.
Sports players Nike Air Jordan 4 Retro "Toro Bravo" engraved shoes
2013-07-02 11:56:45 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: addiction trend] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network July 2 hearing, the double NIKE AIR JORDAN IV RETRO "Toro Bravo" all red AJ IV has not been sold
already let AJ fans crazy, can be said that in 2013 the long-awaited AJ RETRO shoes One paragraph, when we thought it would only
be available in October, Japan mita sneaker sudden unexpected, so completely overwhelmed a public AJ fans, whether you do not
have time to start, mita Sneaker's official website has been rushed to complete the sale. 

Related news
Bucks Ray Allen recall years Nike Air Force 1 Bespoke "Ray Allen" 2013-12-08 22:39:41 customized sneakers team ; Layupshot
star customized version of Air Force 1 continues, the version chosen sharpshooter Ray Allen inspiration for the design, especially the
; Layupshot The Celtics did not in color or supersonic era tone, but with Ray Allen effectiveness of the team's first Milwaukee team for
design inspiration. ; Layupshot with using purple and green, bright purple forked sutures extremely eye-catching. While Ray Allen
back number 34 are still being added to the body of the shoe side, on the tongue also has its played in an All-Star lineup of times.
After re-release a leopard Christian Louboutin shoes 2013-12-08 22:36:05 new French luxury shoe brand Christian Louboutin in
releasing a full leopard Leopard Rantus Orlato Flat shoes, then again recently released a leopard pattern shoes. The Mitron Flat
"Leopard Pony Hair" is the new shoes shoes will Slipper shoes and sandals Espadrille combination. Although two pairs of shoes are
more casual style of design, but Christian Louboutin shoes with horsehair build their body and accompanied by a large area of ??
leopard pattern, the entire section of shoes exude a unique sense of luxury brands. Shoes priced at $ 695, on sale Christian
Louboutin brand was the official line.
Engraved surging wave Reebok 2013 Spring Series appreciate 2013-12-08 22:30:23 inside and outside the previous two years due
to the many factors, Reebok has been quiet for some time, but this year, the brand real comeback, returned to the trend line Circle of
brands.

Reebok recently released its 2013 spring new preview engraved a series of classic retro running shoes, basketball shoes strong
debut, including Reebok Classic, CL Trainer, ERS 1500 and Kamikaze II and so on. It is worth noting that a variety of classic shoes
are accompanied by a similar leopard, zebra, camouflage and so much new color profile. Let us look forward to it next year engraved
tide.
Ferocious Sharks still return Swizz Beatz x Reebok Shaqnosis 2013-12-08 22:09:19
see Reebok Shaqnosis I think you'll be excited, back from the dead for many years before O'Neill signature shoe. Reebok Shaqnosis
90 in today's re-debut, will have new details soon. The launch of two colors, one is black and white color red, the other more attractive
color is the classic Orlando Magic blue. The difference is that the original version, Reebok's R flag replaced the then O'Neill's classic
Logo. Hexalite and additional enhancements to the window, and this is just a sample, but enough exciting news, I believe that a
commercial version will be launched at the end of the year.
Chinese shoes Network November 26 hearing, at the time of the end of 2012, NIKE company intends to again left us with some of
the memorable things, so in the near future will launch its small fresh rushed for Roshe Run Premium NRG shoes. About the shoes, I
should have not seen many of my friends. Linen wrapped nylon uppers from the front ... the entire two shoes as if that is the sense of



national wind and the perfect fusion of science and technology together. Because many of NIKE shoes are not the same in the past,
but also reveals a new, absolutely rare pair of winter shoes creative. Both wild color first sale will certainly cause a lot of friends
believe interest.
; ; ; Recently, co-sponsored by the Chinese Football Association and the super long-term strategic partnership, the world's largest
sporting goods manufacturer Nike and the Nike-sponsored 2006 North-South Super Star team tournament in Jinan Springs righteous
war. In the field the rest of the race gap righteous conduct, the Chinese Football Association vice chairman Nan Yong with Nike China
Beijing Office Chief Representative Mr. Wang Xiaoping common will check 800,000 yuan donated to the representative of China
Soong Ching Ling Foundation. The charity funds will be used to finance the Western Region youth cultural education and healthy
growth plans.
Nike Air Force 180 Mid new color image exposure 2013-12-08 22:40:32
Nike Air Force 180 Mid already has a lot of color on the network exposure, today we give you bring a new pair of Nike Air Wolf Grey /
electric orange / purple composed Force 180 Mid, upper with gray wolf suede material, texture, before the end of the continuation of
the traditional use of color design dots effect, plus purple Swoosh and bright electric orange tongue Logo, let this pair of Nike Air
Force 180 Mid will become another hot style of One. Currently this Nike Air Force 180 Mid Num exposure information, like friends
can continue to pay attention. Nike Air Force 180 Mid

Number: 537330-050
; ; ; ; the Jakarta Post reported ----- German sporting goods maker Adidas-Salomon will $ 140 million worth of orders for apparel and
sports equipment to the Indonesian-based foreign companies. The report quoted Trade Minister Marie ; Elka ; Pangestu as saying: ".
Adidas has plans to different domestic producers ordered 14 million pieces of clothing and other sports equipment" Pangestu said
Adidas also plans to 20% of origin in China orders to Vietnam and Indonesia. ; reported that Adidas did not say when this shift will be
played, but also did not explain the origin of the company to reduce the reasons for the order in China
With the weekend adidas Originals Yeezy Boost 350 new color shoes sale, spontaneously gathered over the eyes actually are
inseparable from Kanye West's help potential. To not evaluate the quality of the series of shoes and footwear sale fashion itself,
alone publicity undoubtedly long been recognized by everyone, the power of celebrity is really incalculable. According to the Wall
Street Journal alleged that, through the hands of the Kanye West Yeezy Boost sales and popularity of the series has been pushed to
the peak, in addition, adidas is more hope can bring Kanye West's carrying the other series of shoes Boost technology, not only just
Yeezy Boost unilateral hot.
And a Christmas version adidas Rose 3 "Christmas" exposure 2013-12-08 22:39:19 Although there are two months away from
Christmas time, but sections of the Christmas version of the shoes have gradually surfaced. In appreciation of the Nike LeBron
launched version of Lebron 10 after Christmas, we bring you a pair of adidas Rose 3 Christmas colors. This shoe than conventional
red and green with Christmas concept has been greatly different, shoes with bright purple tone, with gray and black decorative
details, it is very unique, but due to injuries Ross Christmas Day War should not will play, which also double Rose 3 whether this will
debut in the NBA put a question mark.
CONVERSE Jack Purcell & quot; Quilting Jacket & quot; two color enjoy 2013-12-08 22:28:57 Recently CONVERSE action
continued innovation, launched a number of distinctive creative work. The launch of this CONVERSE Jack Purcell & quot; Quilting
Jacket & quot; is the case. As the name suggests, this open smile jacket and commonly used fabrics to create, from the picture we
can see, this shoe uppers in similar clothes shop cotton jacket designs, with grid lines, very creative. The Jack Purcell & quot; Quilting
Jacket & quot; total launched a military green and black are two versions to choose from, open smile can be a lot of fans pay
attention to this interesting version.
Kevin & middot; Durant bring new shoes Nike Zoom KD 5 to share successful experiences with you 2013-12-08 22:40:46

Not long ago, Nike exposure Thunder headed star Durant the latest generation of signature shoes --Nike Zoom KD 5. Nike Zoom KD
5 design is still at the helm of the Leo Chang, he succeeded Durant's personal experience and the integration of elements and the
number 5 on the Nike KD 5. "Champions need to pay the whole team, and the new track is a symbol of KD 5 I follow", Kevin Durant
said. "Leo has done very well, he will be the best technology with my life experiences include the significance of the number 5 for me
a good combination together."
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Balotelli and the Nike shoe contract about to expire, Nike, Adidas and Puma are
interested in signing three bar of God. The bar of God in recent games has been at the foot of the shoes Nike CTR360 completely
blacked out, I can not see any LOGO. 

bar of God wear shoes Nike CTR360 game 

From the bar of God can be seen in the possibility of a move is unlikely to renew with Nike, Adidas sponsors the possibility of their
team AC Milan larger. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes
famous network ; global fashion brand network.)
Nike Roshe Run Shorebreak watermelon pattern of physical exposure 2013-12-08 22:28:50 Recently the name of "lead foot
Revolution" slogan popular new work Nike Roshe Run new color constantly, Nike has recently brought us a very playful The new color.
The new color called Nike Roshe Run Shorebreak overall use of water and sky blue green fresh water lake with the biggest bright
spot is the toe section uses a similar pattern of watermelon totem pattern, very special. All materials on the use of nylon, give us a
fresh feel. There is no detailed information about the sale of this color, like a friend can continue to focus under this latest color and
other color of the shoe.
Perfect fusion of street and England carved shoes CONVERSE Japan launched 2013-12-08 22:28:44 carved shoes gentleman
booming in recent years, the major brands have launched such shoes. Recently CONVERSE CONVERSE Japan's Japan branch
carved shoes introduced a product called Jack Purcell Rly Saddle Leather BRN / D.BRN of. The Jack Purcell and other carved shoe
brand launched the biggest difference is that it is a traditional carved leather saddle shoes are added to the sides rather than the toe
portion and the toe remains the Jack Purcell original, this design will be perfect Elegant carved elements and elements of the perfect



fusion of the street, do not have a flavor.
To meet the arrival of the Shanghai International Marathon, as the largest sponsor of NIKE launched a commemorative limited full
style. Use a single tone for the design of Nike Free 5.0 V2, partially coated with a waterproof material stability Technology Flywire,
mesh upper provides good ventilation effect, the lightweight Nike Free 5.0 In addition to emphasizing the concept of barefoot jogging
rebirth, more Providing needed Marathon Race 'moderate hardness' soles. And all representative 'Shen' word mark low-key in the
heel. This paragraph is expected to launch two colors black and blue, in the Shanghai area defining trafficking, like a friend to start it
soon brains.
In the main fight of American casual style Japanese clothing brand BEDWIN & amp; THE HEARTBREAKERS ; recently teamed
adidas Originals, released in 2015 autumn and winter apparel products. The fan in college and movement style as the main theme,
sports pants and sports suits releasing a single product. Notable is undoubtedly the wool with suede build Campus 80s shoes linked
ride, while retaining BEDWIN & amp; integrate more creative elements THE HEARTBREAKERS under circumstances of their own
style, highlighting the brand personality style. It is reported that, the series will be held on October 17 landing in major brand stores,
like friends can watch for details.
Following the previous and SOPHNET. Release joint boots, Danner recently again with the Canadian fashion brand Wings + horns
were linked multiply, bring new boots "Forest Heights II" for the fall and winter seasons. The Fan design focus in the fight against the
harsh winter weather conditions, and therefore the use of suede boots cladding material, blessing GORE-TEX waterproof breathable
technology to add functionality, soles with Livetech outsole Italian origin, tough wear, making it functional to the next level. It is reported
that the joint will be limited 475 pairs of boots ways sale now landed stores, like a friend to pay close attention to start with. 
;
; ; ; Nike to enter the automotive market sounds implausible, but it does have such a concept car called the Nike ONE recently in the
online exposure, the car was designed by the famous Phil Frank, he had designed this classic Mustangs Saleen S7 and two models. 

; ; ; The Nike brand cars with streamlined appearance, huge hollow hub, lead the future trend in the side of the body is very eye-
catching red Nike. 

; ; ; Online Sources also said that this will fit Nike ONE racing game Gran Turismo 4 with the release, we do not know when there will
bring you what kind of surprise, Next More concept image.
Nike Air sneakers respondent is "pseudo-science" alleged fraud trial, the Nike headquarters in China issued a formal statement to
the media about the case. When Nike China public relations manager Yang Shuang asked: the plaintiffs, said air cushion sneakers
ankle injury caused by higher than normal proportion shoes 4-5 times is not true? Yang did not directly answer questions. Nike's
statement: Nike Air published in 1979, through the use of technology Nike Air sneakers hundreds of millions of people. Nike Air
cushioning protection technology is based on the world-class sports experts to work together years of research and testing to ensure
its safety and functionality.
Sports players Nike SB Zoom Stefan Janoski new debut
2012-09-03 14:50:05 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Chinese shoes network] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network Sept. 3 news, Nike SB Stefan Janoski is one of the largest changes can be described as the most popular
models, the Nike SB is the use of the popular camouflage design over Stefan Janoski shoes, shoes body with canvas structure,
skateboarding is for practicality in general, but really is a good street wear style, combined with metal perforated with black trimming,
really is a good casual shoes, the Nike SB shoes has landed Each domestic retailers. 

Related news
25 days, Victoria, Australia, police have received a pile strange report: a robber robbing victims pair of Nike shoes, but leave $ 50 as
"compensation"! 

awful bizarre robbery occurred on Thursday night. Melbourne was a victim of being in the phone booth Collins Avenue. At this time,
the robbers by taxi, get off straight booth, ordered the victim to take off the feet of Nike shoes. Not from the victims, and that the
robbers immediately drew his sword, forced him to take off your shoes. 

robber eventually successful took a $ 329 pair of Nike shoes value, but make victim stunned that the robbers left before leaving
actually $ 50, as the victims' compensation "!
Nike Air Penny 5 "Orlando" Exposure clear pictures and commercial information 2013-12-08 22:30:51
Recently, network exposure Nike Air Penny 5 "Orlando" clear color pictures and commercial information, as Penny & middot;
Hardaway's fifth signature shoe, this upcoming Orlando matching everyone's memory will move back to Orlando explore the old
footprint in memory. Penny & middot; Hardaway series of shoes has enjoyed in Sneaker groups welcome, this Nike Air Penny 5
"Orlando" will be available for sale in the near future, like friends do not miss. Nike Air Penny 5 'Orlando'

Number: 537331-040

expected release date: 10/03/12



expected sale price: $ 150

;
Players Reebok campaign launched in 2012 autumn and winter series engraved shoes
2012-07-28 13:06:01 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: hypebeast] Print ; Close 
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